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Introduction 
Electric traction is the only present-day solution for environmental problems in 
the city context. Electric traction is safe, economical, reliable and with a 
minimum environmental impact. The tram (or LRV, Light Rail Vehicle) is 
increasingly being seen as a cost-effective, environment-friendly and attractive 
solution to the urban transport crisis.  
 
New demands for energy efficient, reliable and safe rolling stock require 
purchasing of new vehicles, which is always a bulky financial burden on the 
rolling stock owner. In many cases, the replacement of entire rolling stock to 
obtain a new and more efficient technology is not economically feasible. 
Introduction of new energy saving technologies on old but not yet established 
own resource trams/LRVs in recent years has become a very attractive approach. 
This may be considered as a part of LRV re-manufacturing program. The 
purposes to be achieved for these vehicles are: 

1. increased reliability, 
2. reduced maintenance, 
3. energy saving, 
4. increased operation safety and passenger comfort, 
5. meeting the requirements of a contemporary public transport system.  

 
The auxiliary power supply converter (APS) is one of the basic systems used in 
rolling stock. It provides low-voltage power to every onboard electrical system 
and equipment on a rail vehicle, including those that are critical to its safety and 
operability (like brakes or lighting system). In brief, APS represents a step-down 
DC/DC converter, transforming high voltage from the LRV catenary (600VDC 
or 750VDC) to a safety low voltage (24 or 36VDC) for the onboard electric 
facilities. It is obvious that a failure within this system would render the whole 
vehicle non-operational, resulting in a financial loss, operational problems to the 
LRV system and discomfort to passengers.  
 
The development of APS converters began in the middle of the 1980s with the 
replacement of rotational converters (motor-generators) with the new fully 
electronical concepts (static converters). Obvious achievements like reduced 
weight and size, more flexible control and protection algorithms have 
sufficiently improved the quality and reliability of the light rail vehicles. In the 
course of active development of power electronic technology, size and weight 
parameters as well as efficiency of the LRV APS were further optimized, but 
output power has been remained on the level of 4...5 kW. 
 
Lately, stringent requirements for passenger safety and comfort have lead to the 
implementation of new onboard systems and apparatus, like more efficient 
hydraulic braking systems, pumps, air conditioners or even automated climate 
control systems, lifters for invalid chairs and perambulators, new internal 
lighting, etc. All of these systems, as a rule, are low-voltage fed, which finally 
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mean significantly increased power demands on the APS converter (on 2...4 or 
even more kW). On the other hand, the popular trend of the comfortable LRV 
vehicles with low floors imposes specific requirements to the design of onboard 
converters. With the very limited space available for the converter placement 
underfloor (the traditional place for the onboard electronics), power converters 
have to be mounted on the roofs or even inside the vehicle, which may disturb 
the stability of the LRV or jams the space for passengers inside it. Thus, the 
requirement for compact and lightweight electronics becomes very demanding 
especially for the new manufactured vehicles. 
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Fig. 1. Interaction of onboard systems in the typical LRV 

Thus, the development of compact, very powerful and reliable APS converter for 
the rail vehicles has become an essential task of any LRV-builder. According to 
scientific reports and conference publications, the given topic was frequently 
covered in the last years and as the popularity of electric transport is increasing 
every year, it will retain its attractiveness for the decade to come. As a result of 
increased interest in this specific field support from the funds of European 6th 
and 7th Framework Programmes has been gained. For instance, the topic of 
“Efficient rail traction and sustainable energy supply” has been included. In this 
research, studies of rail vehicles with long-term perspectives (up to 2013) will 
address the energy efficiency of the railway systems, considering the 
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introduction of innovative traction technologies and power converters on the 
rolling stock. 
 
Considering the above assumptions, the development of a completely new 
design for the onboard APS converter for the rolling stock application was 
accepted because of the following reasons: 

1. Modern and future demands for the compact and powerful APS 
converters for new rail vehicles totally cancel a majority of recently 
popular designs and topologies, appealing to the development of new 
advanced ones. The popular and widespread APS power scheme designs 
(used by ABB, Vacon Traction, Elin, Enika, Koncar, Kiepe Elektrik, 
etc.) are very conservative and despite evident progress in 
semiconductors and packaging technologies not attractive for the 
designers. With the help of research institutions and engineering firms, 
LRV-builders (like Bombardier Transportation, Siemens, Alstom, etc.) 
have been offered an excellent possibility to obtain new advanced 
technologies perfectly suitable for their requirements and aspirations. 

2. There are still many outdated rail vehicles using rotational converters 
(motor-generator systems, MG) as an onboard APS. It is obvious that a 
similar archaic design has many drawbacks: 

• increased level of noise and vibrations; 
• large dimensions and weight; 
• low reliability and efficiency; 
• high maintenance costs, connected to the control and 

replacement of collector brushes, control and greasing of ball 
bearings, balancing of rotational parts, electrical tests, etc.; 

• dramatically low comfort in the passenger cabin caused by high 
mechanical vibrations and audible noise spreading from the MG 
during its operation (it is observed particularly during stops of a 
tram when the motor-generator achieves the maximal rotational 
speed in no- or light-load mode);  

• low efficiency. 
Displacement of outdated electromechanic converters with the new 
energy-saving power electronic technology will be economically 
attractive and helps to reduce the operational and maintenance costs of 
the whole vehicle and to improve the comfort of passengers, which are 
the main priorities of any modern transportation company.  

 3.  Railway traction with its derating reliability requirements leads to the 
development of robust converters, which can easily obtain new life in 
such prospective applications as telecommunication facilities or even the 
marine and aerospace industries. 
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The background of the doctoral research results from problems essential for the 
development of a new state of the art auxiliary power supply (APS) for the light 
rail vehicles (LRV): 

1. many technical problems related to the specific field of use – railway 
transport – need to be solved. The APS for the railway traction must 
remain stable during serious voltage fluctuations, bad line contact, and 
must have high immunity to electromagnetic interference. Additionally, 
it must be very powerful to provide stable output voltage in very high 
output current variations. From another point of view, the APS must 
survive in different emergency situations, such as thunder, overvoltages, 
and short circuits in the overhead line and other circuits, etc. But the 
major item is that the power converter designed for the rolling stock 
application needs to be fully compliant with the enormous list of 
different norms, recommendations and regulations. To cope with those 
is the main task of the designer of such products. 

2. Power electronic converters with the same performances meant for 
industrial and rolling stock applications can not be compared because of 
versatility of specifications and norms as well as special design 
requirements applied to the rolling stock ones. 

3. APSs from different suppliers have different power circuit topologies, 
properties and dimensions. The classification and comparison of 
structures and power circuit topologies allow for systematizing and 
analyzing solutions and give a possibility to find better or newer ones. 

4. The majority of advanced topologies of isolated DC/DC converters 
(with resonant switching, parallel/series input inverter switches or/and 
rectifiers, etc.), proposed and discussed on international 
conferences/workshops practically do not reach the market. Perfect 
theoretical background and simulations are not the only components of 
practical success. To develop an advanced power electronic technology, 
numerous engineering tasks need to be solved. 

5. Power characteristics of the low-voltage power supply systems of the 
light rail vehicles can be dramatically improved. This means an 
improved operability and reliability of low-voltage subsystems and 
devices as well as extended service life of an onboard battery. The 
efficiency, flexibility and reliability of APS converters can be 
substantially optimized by help of the modern state of the art power 
semiconductors, packaging technologies and new semiconductor cooling 
methods. New solutions require theoretical and experimental 
investigations, analysis, comparison and optimization. However, power 
optimization problems related to rolling stock at the moment have been 
insufficiently covered in professional and scientific literature because of 
the high level of latent research. 

6. The electronics industry is developing dynamically. Still, the new state 
of the art products are not fully compatible with the old ones. Problems 
with spare parts will occur if this issue is neglected during the design 
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and further stages. The problem on the reconstruction market is that 
some companies offer obsolete products with very limited possibilities, 
low reliability and service support.  

7. There is lack of theoretical and practical knowledge in Estonia in the 
field of design and implementation of special power converters and 
systems for the rolling stock in accordance with the European norms and 
regulations. The transport companies need a high level competence to 
choose the right solutions. Detailed investigations in this area as well as 
development of product samples not only help to gather useful skills and 
experience but can improve Estonia’s positions on the European and 
Worldwide technology markets. 

Thesis Proposal and Objectives  

The main objective of the doctoral research, resulting from the problems 
described above is to develop and validate a new prospective DC/DC 
converter design for its implementation in the compact high power (≥ 6 kW) 
APS converter for the rolling stock application with special emphasis on 
specific norms and requirements.  
 
To achieve this objective, it is required to study and analyze existing systems, 
methods and technologies; to develop and design new technical solutions. The 
main research goals to be achieved are as follows: 

1. analysis and systematization of the main criteria and design limitations 
regarding to voltage converters for the rolling stock application and their 
impact on the design of future systems;  

2. composing of the initial task for the new APS converter design taking 
into account the selected limitations; 

3. classification and analysis of the recent state of the art issues and current 
trends of similar systems to obtain reliable technical solutions for 
integrated and compact power scheme design, with emphasis on high 
integration and efficient cooling of power semiconductors, power 
circuits and magnetic components; 

4. evaluation and recommendation of a new power circuit topology for a 
high power (≥6 kW) DC/DC converter for railway application, with 
special attention to the specific limitations (galvanic isolation) for the 
railway power electronic apparatus; 

5. development of hardware/software models for the optimization of 
properties of the developed concept;  

6. development of new methods and approaches for compact design; 
7. design and implementation of a new APS for the LRV with improved 

performance; 
8. analysis and verification of the data acquired in the theoretical 

investigations by the practical tests and measurements; 
9. submission of final generalizations and development of proposals for 

further research. 
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The following novel scientific approaches and results are proposed in the 
thesis: 

1. classification, evaluation and comparison of structures, power circuits 
topologies as well as reliability, complexity, cost and other criteria. The 
comparison was based on the vendor's technical documentation, 
scientific publications and discussions with the specialists as well as on 
the specialized and scientific literature; 

2. proposal of a new full-bridge isolated DC/DC converter topology with a 
three-phase intermediate AC-link as an alternative to the popular full-
bridge isolated DC/DC converter topology with a single-phase 
intermediate AC-link for the implementation in APS system of LRV to 
improve efficiency and output power, minimize component stresses in 
high power applications and to achieve a compact design of power 
layout; 

3. comparative analysis and evaluation of isolated FBTP- and FBSP-
DC/DC converter topologies in the specific narrow application; 

4. proposal of a new control method of the full-bridge isolated DC/DC 
converter topology with a three-phase intermediate AC-link (simplified 
space-vector PWM); 

5. development of various models of the full-bridge isolated DC/DC 
converter topology with a three-phase intermediate AC-link to optimize 
system performance; 

6. analysis and classification of performance requirements for the power 
converters used in rolling stock, resulting in a proposal of 
generalizations and recommendations for the development of 
appropriate designs; 

7. analysis of dynamics of the LRV catenary and its impact on the 
operability of the APS converter; 

8. analysis of dynamics of the secondary supply bus of a LRV and its 
impact on the operability of the APS converter; 

9. analysis and systematization of the recent state of the art trends and 
technologies regarding to railway auxiliary power supplies; 
generalizations for recent technology trends; 

10. proposals of practical recommendations for the development of compact 
high-power modular DC/DC converters for the rolling stock 
applications, their verification on the pilot converter; 

11. analysis of losses in the implemented isolated FBTP DC/DC converter 
topology in different modes (with different loads);  

12. analysis and methods of mitigation of common EMC problems 
regarding to high-frequency APS converters in rolling stock 
applications; 

13. method of optimization of energy exchanging processes in a secondary 
low-voltage supply system of the LRV by help of energy storage devices 
(ultracapacitors); 
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14. conclusions and recommendations for further research of high-voltage 
high-power isolated DC/DC converters.  

 
The direct practical values of the doctoral work are as follows:  

1. energy consumption of onboard auxiliary low-voltage systems of LRV 
was measured and analyzed in the different operational modes. The 
performance tests of the rotational auxiliary power supply (motor-
generator) were performed. The Tallinn Tram and Trolleybus Company 
Ltd. could reduce the energy consumption by the onboard auxiliary 
power supplies by 35% by help of the new developed system TSM1;  

2. with the implemented converter TSM1 Tallinn Tram and Trolleybus 
Company Ltd. could minimize running, servicing and repairing costs of 
the APS systems by 20...50% (generally, it depends on various criteria 
connected to the LRV-holders themselves), resulting from the following: 

• absence of DC motor brushes and full elimination of servicing; 
• sufficient reduction of the influence of weather conditions 

(humidity, showers, snow, etc.) on the device, which increases 
reliability and service life; 

• use of an integrated self-diagnostic system with comprehensive 
protection algorithms (system’s safe shutdown in dangerous 
situations), which guarantees system operability in all possible 
modes and extends system’s life substantially. 

3. numerous research and development problems related to the high 
frequency DC/DC converter have been solved. The design of such an 
advanced topology links to several scientific problems. The main results 
of research and implemented novelties were described and analyzed in 
scientific and technical reports, which can be efficiently used in future 
research and development projects; 

4. the designed, implemented and tested auxiliary power supply is very 
compact (15...30% reduced volume and up to 40% reduced weight in 
comparison with recent European analogues), very powerful (an over 
50% improvement in the output current capability), has very flexible 
control, which allows using it with minimal changes in different LRV 
types and on the trolleybuses as well as in some industrial applications 
(welding apparatus, industrial converters, telecommunication facilities, 
etc.); 

5. based on the positive results of this research work a business contract 
was concluded  between the Department of Electrical Drives and Power 
Electronics of Tallinn University of Technology and Tallinn Tram and 
Trolleybus Company Ltd., providing for the production of auxiliary 
power supplies for trams ČKD KT4. Today nine trams of the Tallinn 
Tram Depot are equipped with the developed power supplies; 

6. combining the energy saving traction drive developed earlier and the 
recently introduced control, information and diagnostic system, this 
auxiliary power supply can also serve as a strong basis to start 
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production of trams, trolleybuses and other electrical vehicles in Estonia 
as well as for retrofit applications (replacing the power supply 
converters on outdated vehicles); 

7. an Estonian Utility Model Certificate concerning the power scheme 
layout, mechanical design and original control method of the developed 
device, was registered in the Estonian Patent Office in 2002; 

 
Dissemination of results and publications: 

1. the author has over 20 international scientific publications, 14 of those 
are directly connected to the topic of the doctoral research. The named 
have all been discussed in conferences’ reports and published in the pre-
reviewed international conference proceedings. Four papers are referred 
in the INSPEC database and one was recommended for the publication 
in the IEE Journal “Electric Power Quality and Utilization” (EPQU) and 
provided for the IEEE Explorer database. 

2. The author was granted one Estonian Utility Model Certificate 
(EE00331U1) for the design of the proposed system (APS converter 
TSM1). 

3. The developed prototype has been demonstrated at the following 
International Exhibitions and Fairs: “11th International Power 
Electronics and Motion Control Conference and Fair EPE-
PEMC’2005”, “Tallinn Technology Fair”, “11th European Conference 
on Power Electronics and Applications Conference and Exhibition 
EPE’2005”. The developed converter has gained interest of leading 
European and worldwide companies, like Bombardier Transportation, 
ABB Switzerland Ltd., Cegelec, Electrovypryamitel, Powertron, Alstom 
Belgium S.A., Ganz Transelectro Ltd., EUPEC (Infineon Group Ltd.), 
Elin, IXYS, WESTCODE Semiconductors Ltd., etc. 

4. The results of the studies were presented and discussed in Poland, 
Finland, Sweden, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia, France, Croatia, 
and Ukraine.  

5. At the beginning of 2005, negotiations with the representatives of the 
Ukrainian Ministry of Education and Science started at Tallinn 
University of Technology. Through this contact, transfer of the acquired 
knowledge base and technology to Ukraine is sought.  

6. At the beginning of 2005, active cooperation with the Transport 
Department of the Tallinn City Government’s started within the 
European Union 6th and 7th Framework Programs, for example, in such 
areas as “Efficient Rail Traction and Sustainable Energy Supply” or 
“Low-Cost Power-Integrated Advanced Hybrid Configurations”.  
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1. Analysis of Performance Requirements  
During the development of any new product or system, there are some 
limitations a designer must cope with. In the design of the APS for the rolling 
stock, the basic factors, which are becoming increasingly important, are divided 
into two groups (Fig. 2). 

 LIMITING FACTORS      
OF THE RAILWAY 

CONVERTER DESIGN

REQUIREMENTS/ 
ASPIRATIONS  
OF END-USER

SPECIFIC RAILWAY 
REQUIREMENTS/ 

LIMITATIONS

• Low cost and time to build
• Low cost of ownership 
• Improved efficiency 
• Small overall dimensions 
• Low weight 
• Low noise level 

• Compliance with supply 
voltage requirements 

• Compliance with dynamic 
performance requirements 

• Compliance with EMC 
requirements 

• Compliance with electric 
safety requirements 

• Compliance with reliability 
requirements 

 
Fig. 2. Classification of limiting factors for the APS converter design 

While aspirations of end-users (rolling stock owners) are always directly 
connected to a better price-quality ratio of the new device (which helps to 
improve the economical efficiency of the developed or renovated object), the 
most challenging part for the designer are the limitations coming from the 
specific field of use - rolling stock. In general, main recommendations and 
limitations to be fulfilled are submitted in more than 20 European and 
international standards. These performance standards are defined practically for 
every facet of a railway operational environment, including shock, vibration, 
extended temperature range, humidity, salt, fog, load and voltage fluctuations 
and many more. By the synthesis of the standards and directives, the design of 
new APS for the rolling stock needs to be coordinated in accordance with key-
issues, presented in Fig. 2 (right column). The classification and analysis of 
railway converter performance requirements are shown in Fig. 3.  
 
Despite all the presented railway converter performance requirements that 
directly influence the converter design, compliance with electric safety 
requirements and with reliability requirements is crucial. The first requirement 
provide specific features of the power circuit topology of an APS converter, 
requiring an isolation transformer to decouple input and output sides (with an 
isolation test at least 2.1kVDC/1min). In accordance with this limitation, the 
required generalized block diagram of the power circuit topology for APS 
converters for the rolling stock is proposed in Fig. 4. Since the isolation 
transformer in switching-mode power supplies contributes about 25…30% of the 
overall volume and more than 30% of the overall weight [PET95], the design of 
the compact and lightweight system will be a great challenge for the designer. 



SPECIFIC RAILWAY 
REQUIREMENTS/ 

LIMITATIONS 

COMPLIANCE WITH SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE VARIATIONS 

EN50163 

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

IEEE Std. 1476-2000 

COMPLIANCE WITH EMC 
REQUIREMENTS 

IEC1000-4/EN50121 

COMPLIANCE WITH ELECTRIC 
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 

EN60950/EN50155 

COMPLIANCE WITH 
RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

EN50155/EN50121-3-2  

Continuous failure-free operation 
must be guaranteed within the 
following limits of the supply 
voltage:

,2.17.0 )()( nomininnomin UUU ≤≤  
where Uin(nom) is the nominal voltage 
of the corresponding catenary. 
For 600V catenary: 400...720VDC, 
transients up to 800VDC 
For 750V catenary: 500...900VDC, 
transients up to 1000VDC 

1. Functional stability of the device in 
its local electromagnetic environment 
(susceptibility or immunity aspect), 
which regulated by the standard 
IEC1000-4. 
2. Operation without introducing 
intolerable electromagnetic 
disturbances on the local 
environment (emission aspect), 
which represented by the European 
Regulation EN50121. 

Secondary voltage of APS (24VDC)
is classed as safety extra low voltage 
(SELV) and must be isolated from 
the input side of the converter. SELV 
outputs can be touched by an 
operator without any particular 
attention or protection. Finally it 
means the need for isolation
transformer to decouple high voltage 
input and low voltage output sides. A 
most design-demanding requirement
for the railway converters. 

Railway power supplies must be 
mechanically rugged for reliable 
operation under very harsh field 
conditions, with additional protection 
to ensure immunity to shock, 
vibration, dust, moisture, humidity, 
salt, chemicals, oil and fog available, 
since temperature, humidity and 
mechanical stress has a proven and 
severe direct impact on system 
reliability. 

Ability of power supply to deal with 
the load step changes refers to as 
dynamic performance and represents 
one of the major properties of the 
APS for the rolling stock. Dynamic 
performance determines such 
characteristics as: 

1.  line regulation 
2.  load regulation  
3.  load transient response 

Line regulation 

Power supply's ability to provide a stable output 
voltage under conditions of changing input 
voltage: 

%,100(%)
)(

)()( min,max, ⋅
−

=
nomL

ULUL

U
UU

LiR inin

 
where UL(nom) is the nominal output voltage at the 
nominal input voltage and at full load; UL(Uin,max) is 
the output voltage at the maximum input voltage 
and at full load; UL(Uin,min) is the output voltage at 
the minimum input voltage and at full load. 
Zero-percent line regulation must be considered  

Load regulation 

Maximum deviation of the output voltage from its 
nominal value, with variation of the output (load) 
current IL within its possible limits:  

%,100(%)
)(

)()( min,max, ⋅
−

=
nomL

ILIL

U
UU

LoR LL  

where UL(nom) is the nominal output voltage at the 
nominal load (at 50% load, as a rule); UL(IL,max) is 
the output voltage at the full load; UL(IL,min) is the 
output voltage at the minimum load. 
Zero-percent load regulation must be considered 

Load transient responce 

Reaction of the APS converter output to a rapidly 
changing load (e.g. electromagnetic brakes). 
Voltage fluctuations on the APS output shall be 
limited to the range: 

,2.16.0 )()( nomLLnomL UUU ≤≤  
where UL(nom) is the nominal output voltage of the 
LVPS. For 24VDC secondary supply systems:  
fluctuations 17...34 VDC are accepted. Voltage 
transient recovery times tr(-) and tr(+) are specified 
to be no longer than 1s in duration. 
 
  

Fig. 3. Classification of the requirements/limitations for the rolling stock APS converters 
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Fig. 4. The required structure of the onboard APS converter for the rolling stock 

Reliability requirements are mostly oriented to the proper selection of 
components and design of mechanical construction and cooling, because an APS 
converter must be able to operate for 24 hours daily for 30 years, which means 
MTBF of approx. 250,000 hours. In fact, these stringent and comprehensive 
requirements are needed because the failure of an electronic assembly in a 
passenger rail transport could jeopardize human lives.  
 
Finally, it means that power electronics for railway transport is more 
complicated than for industrial applications. Many traditional converter designs 
as well as components and technologies will fail in this demanding application. 
The major challenges for the proper APS converter design for the rolling stock 
application are represented in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Design challenges to the APS converter for rolling stock applications 
 
A detailed analysis of operational conditions, requirements and aspirations of the 
end-user provides a strong support to the selection of an optimal (right) 
converter design so as to prevent possible troubles and failures. Namely, this 
stage is most demanding within the whole serial process of the development of 
new APS for the rolling stock application (Fig. 6).  
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Fig. 6. Representation of a serial development process of APS for the rolling stock  
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2. State of the Art and Development Trends  
Design of APS converter is crucial because of the high level of complexity, 
integrity, importance and requirements applied to its properties. Additionally, 
studies of high- and medium-power DC/DC converters for the railway 
applications are attracting wider interest because of the high level of privacy and 
existing technological rivalry between research companies and institutions in 
this specific field. The majority of the conference and journal articles and 
research reports about the DC/DC converters are related to low-power 
conversion with input voltage levels up to 100 VDC or power ratings of several 
hundred watts. Technology progress in this field in the last five years is more 
than obvious, but the collected know-how is not directly applicable to the 
demanding area of rolling stock with high power ratings and voltage conversion 
ratios. Thus, studies of converter techniques within the railway sector will be a 
leading direction of power electronics development in the near decade.  

2.1 Topologies  
In the evaluation of schematics of the different state of the art products it is 
desirable to pay attention to the topologies of both switching stages (inverter and 
rectifier), because they are main contributors in total power loss, especially in 
high frequency operation. 

Inverter-stage topologies 

Although the selection of proper topology for the cost minimization by the 
logical way needs to be done from the simplest topologies, the rugged railway 
limitations involve own orders. The need for DC/DC converter with galvanic 
isolation reduces the designer’s choice to the group of isolated topologies. Fig. 7 
illustrates mostly used isolated converters’ family tree. This includes two main 
subgroups: single switch isolated DC/DC converter topologies and multiple 
switch isolated DC/DC converter topologies. 

ISOLATED SWITCHED-MODE DC/DC
CONVERTER TOPOLOGIES

MULTIPLE SWITCHSINGLE-SWITCH

FLYBACK ĆUKBOOST

DISCONTINUOUS
MODE

CONTINUOUS
MODE

FULL-BRIDGE HALF-BRIDGE
(up to 3 kW)

PUSH-PULL
(up to 3 kW,

low voltage input)

SINGLE-PHASE
INTERMEDIATE AC

LINK
(up to 5 kW)

MULTI-PHASE
INTERMEDIATE 

AC LINK
(>5 kW)

TWO-SWITCH
FORWARD
(up to 2 kW)

FORWARD

MOST POPULAR 
IN RAILWAY 

APPLICATIONS 

HAS NOT EVER BEEN  
PROVED IN RAILWAY 

APPLICATIONS  
Fig. 7. Classification of basic isolated DC/DC converters topologies 

So far, suitable topology during the development of an APS for the LRV was 
selected from three single-phase multiple-switch topologies: two-switch forward 
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[TRI97], [LEU01], half-bridge [HAR98] and full-bridge [ČOB02], [AKH93], 
[MOH03] (selected area on the Fig. 7). From the point of view of efficiency and 
robustness, the full-bridge topology must be denoted as the best choice over 
others for the inverter-stage. For that reason the single-phase topology is the 
most popular and the highly widespread DC/DC converter topology for the 
rolling stock auxiliary DC power supplies. 

Rectifier-stage topologies 

Fig. 8 demonstrates most widespread rectifier configurations for secondary-side 
rectification. Each secondary-side rectification has its advantages and 
disadvantages, which were discussed in detail in different publications 
[DON02], [MIN04], [ROE01], etc. 

RECTIFIER STAGE TOPOLOGIES

UNCONTROLLED HALF-CONTROLLED

SINGLE-PHASE POLYPHASE

HALF-VAWE FULL-WAVE

CONTROLLED 

THREE-PHASE
HALF-WAVE 

STAR

THREE-PHASE
FULL-WAVE

BRIDGE

CENTER-TAPPED FULL-BRIDGE

CURRENT-
DOUBLER

THREE-PHASE
FULL-WAVE

STAR

THREE-PHASE DOUBLE-
WYE WITH INTERPHASE

TRANSFORMER

SIX-PHASE 
STAR SIX-PHASE 

FULL-WAVE 

 
Fig. 8. Classification of main secondary rectifier topologies 

It is well understood that certain secondary-side topologies are deemed less 
desirable in the specific railway applications. Rectifier-stage designs have to be 
used (or presented in the schematics) in the last decade for the low- and middle-
power APS for the LRV mainly evolve around three uncontrolled single-phase 
topologies: center-tapped full-wave ([AKH93], [HAR98]), current-doubler 
[ČOB02], [BAL01] and full-bridge full-wave [DON02] rectifiers. Controlled 
rectifiers are not used because of unidirectional energy flow (input→output) 
required from APS converters.  

2.2 Components 
The particular components used within switching power converters greatly affect 
their performance. The selection of the switching and rectifying elements, the 
magnetic components and the filter capacitors greatly influences the switching 
frequency, efficiency and the performance of the whole converter.  

Power semiconductors 

Rail traction exerts many special requirements for the primary inverter switches; 
one of those is the need for high-voltage blocking capabilities (at least 1200V in 
600VDC LRV catenaries). The first generation of switched-mode DC/DC 
converters used Gate Turn-off Thyristors (GTO) and Bipolar Junction 
Transistors (BJT) as primary switches. However, the development of converters 
over the last five years was dominated by the evolution of IGBT (Isolated Gate 
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Bipolar Transistor). The IGBT rapidly replaced all the prior GTOs and BJTs. 
Advancements and trends in modern semiconductors for primary inverters are 
compared in Fig. 9 ([SCH02], [MIT00], [ABB02], [IXY05], [NIK00] and 
[BAU01]). 
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Fig. 9. Power range envelopes of available primary switch technologies 

The IGBT, due to its availability, ease of use, efficiency and cost efficiency, will 
be the device chosen for the next 5 to 10 years of railway power conversion 
equipment design and manufacture. 

Capacitors 

During the last 15 years, the only choice was to use electrolytic capacitors 
(connected in parallel or series to achieve desired DC-link voltage of capacitance 
values). But the current trend of traction market for power conversion is to 
replace electrolytic capacitors by film technology [AWX04], [TOL04]. This 
trend is generated by many advantages that film technology is offering (Table 1). 
Table 1. Comparison of characteristics among various kinds of DC-link capacitors 

Item Electrolytic technology Film technology 
Miniaturization Superior Inferior 
Frequency characteristics Inferior Superior 
Temperature characteristics Inferior Moderate 
High voltage Moderate Superior 
High capacity Superior Moderate 
Service life Inferior Superior 
Cost/capacity ratio Superior Inferior 
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However, despite their clear advantages, film-type capacitors are seldom used in 
place of electrolytics today, because they are more expensive, and their smaller 
bus capacitance provides less drive ride-through protection during utility voltage 
sag events. 

Isolation transformers 

Up to today, the most relevant trend was to use laminated isolation transformers 
with the excitation frequencies around 400 Hz. Toroidal-form transformers are a 
new trend for system weight/space minimization. Common evaluations of 
laminated and toroidal transformers were presented in several publications 
[KHA94], [PET95], but the benefits of toroidal ones are lower off-load power 
consumption (Fig. 10, a) and weight/volume (Fig. 10, b and c). 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of laminated and toroidal transformers 

2.3 Methods of optimization 

Increased switching frequency 

The main trend in the design of onboard APS for the rolling stock in the last 
years was aimed at improvements in power density (volume-output power ratio) 
and a better system integrity by means of increased switching frequency of the 
primary inverter (from 50...100Hz to 400...1000Hz and even higher). However, 
with the higher switching frequency, the converter usually needs a larger 
heatsink (because the switching losses of semiconductors are direct-dependant 
with switching frequency) to provide the optimal temperature mode for the 
semiconductors, and, thus, to obtain the necessary reliability of the whole 
device. Up to now, selection of proper switching frequency is always a tradeoff 
for the designer (Fig. 11) but typically limited by the properties of inverter 
power switches by 20 kHz in a hard switching mode (Table 2). 
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Fig. 11. Tradeoff of high-frequency APS converter design
 Table 2. Values for the standard IGBT switching frequencies [NIC00] 

For hard switching 
IGBT-modules, 1200 V  up to 20 kHz 
IGBT-modules, 1700 V  up to 10 kHz 
IGBT-modules, 3300 V  up to 3 kHz 

For soft switching 
IGBT-modules  up to 150 kHz 

Soft switching 

With the utilization of soft switching technology the turn-on and turn-off energy 
loss can be sufficiently reduced. Due to the softened slopes of the output voltage 
the reliability of the whole converter can be improved because the components 
are stressed less. As a result, the power device can be operated at higher 
switching frequencies while being subjected to the same losses as in hard 
switching applications (Table 2). Developments in power scheme topologies 
with soft-switching capabilities for the rolling stock APS were performed in 
many development centers and institutions. Common problems and study results 
were submitted in several papers [STE94], [BOR95], [HAR98], [AKH93], 
[ROS98], [GAR94], etc. In the presented research papers the main emphasis was 
placed mainly on the series/parallel resonant full-bridge DC/DC converter 
topology (load resonant converter in which the resonant elements are 
continuously in resonance during the entire switching cycle). Such a topology is 
a representative example of a larger class of load resonant converters employing 
two and three resonant elements [STE84], [IEE88], [SEV90] and can be run in 
either the ZVS or ZCS mode. Table 3 illustrates a generalized comparison of 
full-bridge topologies in hard switching and soft switching interpretations. 
Despite some sufficient benefits, the discussed soft switched topology is not 
attractive at such high power levels due to the difficulty of implementing a 
compact, high efficiency resonant inductor that must process the entire load 
power. 
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Table 3. Evaluative analysis of FBSP topologies in hard and soft switching modes 

Characteristic Hard switched  
full-bridge 

Soft switched  
full-bridge 

Control complexity Simple Moderate 
Constant frequency Yes No 
Circulating current No Yes 
Primary switch stresses High Moderate 
Output rectifier stresses High Low 
Ripple current in Co Low Low 
Resonant inductor No Bulky 
Resonant capacitor No Bulky 

 
Thus, despite several obvious advances in soft switching converters, modern 
trends in the design of voltage converters for the rolling stock are directed to the 
hard switching techniques. Soft-switching techniques definitely bring benefits to 
DC/DC converter design, but they also bring penalties which include complexity 
and component costs. Nowadays, the overall simplicity of the hard switching 
strategy is the key-factor for the designer. The high level of complexity of the 
power scheme with resonant switching may entail the increased cost and 
decreased reliability of the developed device. 

Advanced rectifiers and synchronous rectification 

The previous generation of APS for the LRV, as a rule, was mainly equipped 
with the low-frequency rectifiers, which were built on the traditional discrete 
diodes or diode modules (with on-state forward voltage drop UF=1.5…2V). The 
new challenge is to replace the traditional silicon diodes by more advanced ones. 
Thus, Schottky diodes (Fig. 12) or fast switching diodes have already allowed 
the achievement of remarkable benefits [IXY05]. Both presented types have 
essentially lower voltage drops in the on-state condition. For instance, the 
0.2…0.5V voltage drop of a Schottky diode and about a 0.9…1.0V voltage drop 
in the case of fast recovery diodes [GUE00] help to improve the efficiency of the 
rectifier stage by 30-50%. 

 Schottky
18%

Ultrafast
19%

Standard
43%

Other
1%

 
Fast
19%

 
Fig. 12. Recent in-use types of diodes 

Hence, there is a certain number of limiting characteristics concerning the use of 
new rectifiers. The reverse voltage of a Schottky diode is usually less than 200V 
and a fast-recovery diode, as a rule, still has a reverse recovery time that is 
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moderately long. It is only the utilization of the advantages of switching 
transistors (simple drive, short switching times and high reverse voltage 
capability) as rectifiers that has led to the latest trend in the modern DC/DC 
converters [ZWI98], [BLA94], [FER94], [FUK95]. Synchronous rectifiers are 
realized on MOSFET switches. Thus, operating in the MOSFET III quadrant, a 
synchronous rectifier presents resistive VA-characteristics (Fig. 13). Under 
certain current level (≤35...50A), the forward-voltage drop of a synchronous 
rectifier can be lower than that of a diode rectifier, and consequently, further 
reduces the rectifier conduction loss. Due to the fact that synchronous rectifiers 
are active devices, the design and utilization of synchronous rectification need to 
be properly addressed. 
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Fig. 13. Forward-voltage drop comparison between a synchronous rectifier                     
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As reported in the majority of research papers, synchronous rectification gives a 
real advantage in low-voltage (UL≤15V) low-current (IL≤50A) applications, 
while in APS converters with output currents greater than 100A fast diodes are 
an absolutely dominant solution.  

2.4 Cooling and packaging  
Cooling and packaging of power converters are two very demanding factors in 
the rolling stock application. Harsh ambient conditions in a row with rapidly 
changing operation modes (deep variations of voltages and loads) may 
considerably reduce the MTBF (lifetime) of power electronic device. For the 
end-user, the combination of high power and efficiency and small space 
requirement is very desirable. However, the electronics engineer has to deal with 
the problem of how to dissipate the large amount of waste heat. As packages 
become smaller, achieving efficient thermal performance for power applications 
requires that the designers employ some new efficient methods of meliorating 
the heat flow out of devices [KEL00], [BAK00]. The classification and 
comparative analysis of general cooling methods in modern power converters is 
given in Fig. 14. 
 
Up to recent time, the most relevant trend for low- or middle-power APS 
converters for the rolling stock was to use natural convection [ČOB02]. Today’s 
increased power demands and requirements for compact designs need new more 
efficient ways of cooling. Basically it means forced convection [KEL00], 
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[FIS05], [VOS92], which represents a best alternative in terms of thermal 
efficiency-complexity ratio for such amount of transferred power (3-10kW). 
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Fig. 14. Comparative analysis of general cooling methods of power converters 

2.5 Generalizations of recent APS technology trends 
To obtain information about the technologies implemented and recent APS 
design solutions, four different industrial APS converters for LRVs from several 
European industrial companies have been compared in principle (Table 4). 
Table 4. Technology comparison of several APS converters 

 
Based on the data presented in Table 4, it is remarkable that in low- or medium-
power conversion the IGBT has basically replaced other alternative power 
switch technologies. As a rule, hard switching of IGBTs is used for the 
simplification of the power circuit and, finally, the price of the final device. The 

 Vacon Traction, 
5TX600 120(160)

DCDC600 

Koncar Company, 
Battery Charger 

150 A, 24 V 

Kiepe Elektrik, 
BNU100/ 
BNU300 

Enika, 
ENI-

PT600/24/AC 
 

 Inverter-stage  
 topology  

single-phase 
bridge 

single-phase 
bridge 

single-phase 
bridge 

single-phase 
bridge 

 Inverter-stage 
 semiconductors IGBT IGBT GTO, IGBT IGBT 

 Type of 
 switching hard sw. hard sw. hard sw. hard sw. 

 Switching  
 frequency, kHz 0.4 20 n.a. n.a. 

 Rectifier-stage 
 topology  center-tapped current-doubler full-bridge center-tapped 

 Rectifier-stage 
semiconductors diode diode diode diode 

 Cooling type forced convection natural convection natural/forced 
convection natural convection 

 Weight, kg 100 n.a. 170/170+ 90 
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dominant power scheme topology is the single-phase bridge. No technologies 
(soft-switching, synchronous rectification), allowing for improvement of the 
efficiency were identified. The main trend is the system simplification, which 
overcomes such criteria as operability and flexibility. 

Generalizations of recent APS technology trends 

It can be concluded that the performance improvement in efficiency and power 
density can be achieved only by the improvements in semiconductors, magnetic 
components, capacitors, and cooling/packaging. The topologies can not be easily 
judged by themselves, rather the whole design, implementation and finally cost 
versus performance should be considered. Based on the analysis of technological 
achievements in converters and power electronic apparatus for the rolling stock 
application in the last decade, the main trends can be summarized as follows: 

1. voltage-fed converters using force-commutated thyristors are already 
obsolete in LRV APS applications. Nobody should plan building them. 
This means that inverter-grade thyristors have no future in this field. 

2. IGBTs have the potential to fully replace GTOs since they allow 
substantial cost savings due to snubberless operation and simple control. 

3. Power MOSFETs will remain as viable devices in low-voltage low-
power high frequency applications (Uds(max)≤1000V, which are not 
acceptable for catenary-fed railway converters with the Uds(max)≥1200V ). 

4. At the moment the defect density of SiC wafers as well as the high 
manufacturing price is two limiting factors for an introduction of this 
prospective technology to railway voltage converters. 

5. New state of the art rectifiers (Schottky, ultrafast- and fast-recovery 
diodes, etc.) supersede older ones, which help to lift the system 
efficiency on the new level. 

6. Railway converters still have a tendency for the simplification of the 
power scheme, with minimized amount of functional elements and easy 
control, because the reliability will remain as a general target.  

7. Advanced allowing improvement of the efficiency technologies, like 
synchronous rectification or soft switching, are unacceptable in 
catenary-fed converters, because of complexity and high implementation 
cost. 

8. In a row with improvements in power semiconductors the cooling of 
railway converters will remain one of significant targets, because it is 
the second general way of improving power density and reliability. 

9. The majority of available ready-to-use converters are very similar - a 
conservative design of power stage based on non-advanced elements and 
technologies leads to lack of operability (converters have very limited 
output current capability and may be mostly referred as battery chargers, 
not APS), low efficiency (such factor is very confidential, however, 
typically it is in the range of 75-85%), large weight and dimensions and 
lack of flexibility (optimized and tuned to the special type of LRV). 
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3. Research of the Isolated Full-Bridge DC/DC 
Converter Topology with a Three-Phase Intermediate 
AC-Link 
It was stated in the previous chapter that the most recently dominant topology of 
an APS converter for the rolling stock is an isolated full-bridge DC/DC 
converter with a single-phase intermediate AC-link (Fig. 15). Practical 
realization of a tram APS converter based on this topology was described and 
analyzed in detail by Neven Čobanov and Ivan Bahun in their publication 
[ČOB02]. 
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Fig. 15. Full-bridge single-phase (FBSP) DC/DC converter topology 

According to the authors, the FBSP topology in such implementation is practical 
(ensures top efficiency of 87.5 %) up to peak output powers of 4-5 kW. For a 
greater transferred power it will be necessary to provide а further loss 
minimization (soft switching, snubbers, nondissipatively damped filters, etc.) 
and/or more efficient ways of cooling (e.g., forced convection). The detailed 
analysis of losses shows that a great amount of wasted energy (ca. 400 W) 
dissipates in the inverter and output rectifier stages (Fig. 16). With a further 
increase in the output power of such a converter, the inverter and rectifier losses 
will also increase.  
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Fig. 16. Breakdown of losses of the FBSP topology                                                   

at maximum available output power [ČOB02] 

In fact, APS with the peak output power of 4 kW is sufficient for feeding of low-
voltage devices in a conventional LRV. However, with the introduction of new 
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systems on trams (hydraulic brakes with electric pumps, advertising and radio 
systems, air conditioning systems, etc.), some excessive low-voltage DC power 
(+2...4 kW) is required. Based on the above assumptions, for such a great 
transferred power single-phase topology has a loss in effectiveness, components 
face severe stresses. As possible solutions, the paralleling of components or even 
converters can be used in some applications. Evidently, this causes redundancy 
in the control circuits, as well as in the number of power components and 
drivers, increasing the global cost and size of the equipment and dissatisfaction 
of the end user. 
 
As an alternative, the author proposes to use a three-phase high-frequency 
intermediate AC-link instead of a single-phase high-frequency intermediate AC-
link. Therefore, classification of APS converter topologies (Fig. 7) can be 
expanded by the proposed candidate (Fig. 17). 

FULL-BRIDGE 
ISOLATED DC/DC 

CONVERTERS 
FAMILY 

With single-phase 
intermediate          

AC-link  
(recently popular) 
APS power ≤ 5 kW

With three-phase 
intermediate   

AC- link  
(proposed) 

APS power > 5 kW  
Fig. 17. New proposal for the APS converter topologies 

As compared to recently popular FBSP topology, the resulting advantages of 
full-bridge three-phase (FBTP) topology are obvious: 

1) lower RMS current through the inverter switches (higher power transfer 
through the switch with the same level of switch current and voltage 
stresses); 

2) lower RMS current through the rectifier diodes (higher power transfer 
through the diode with the same current and voltage stresses); 

3) reduced size of input and output filters due to a dramatic increase (by a 
factor of three) of ripple frequency of the dominant harmonic;  

4) three-phase transformers are generally smaller and lighter than their 
counterpart single phase ones, for the same processed power, due to 
reduced overall yoke volume and reduced voltage and magnetic stresses. 
As a result, the energy losses in three-phase transformers will diminish; 

5) reduced EMI level. 
 

Earlier (at the end of the 1980s), FBTP topology was investigated by some 
researchers, but its profitability and prospects were totally cancelled due to 
overall bulkiness of the converter (thyristorized implementation). Afterwards, a 
three-phase resonant PWM DC/DC converter (with delta-delta connected three-
phase isolation transformers) was theoretically investigated by A.R. Prasad et al. 
[PRA91]. As a practical result, 1.5kW BJT-based prototype with an input 
voltage ranging up to 400VDC was developed. Further investigations were also 
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oriented on the low-input voltage low-power applications of the FBTP topology 
(converter for telecom facilities [JAC04], automotive DC/DC converter 
[WAL03] and fuel-cell systems [LAI03]). Based on this doctoral research, with 
the help of the modern state of the art components and packaging technologies, 
the topology developed is first proposed and verified as a strong candidate 
topology for the APS for the rolling stock applications with an input voltage 
level 420...800 VDC and power ratings more than 6 kW. 

3.1 Theoretical waveforms of the FBTP topology 
Full-bridge isolated DC/DC converter topology with a three-phase intermediate 
AC-link (FBTP) is shown in Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 18. Full-bridge three-phase (FBTP) DC/DC converter topology 

In the three-phase inverter each transistor has a maximum conduction period of 
1200 (switching sequence for a three-phase inverter is depicted in Fig. 19). It 
means a maximum duty cycle D of each switch in the FBTP topology is 33.3%. 
 
In the conditions of the rolling stock, low-voltage power supply must provide 
stable output voltage at a rated load in the full range of input voltage (catenary) 
fluctuations (zero-percent line regulation). In practice it means that three-phase 
isolation transformer must be specified to provide maximal current just with the 
minimal input voltage (i.e.. 420...450V). Apparently, the most demanding 
operation conditions to the inverter switches are at the maximum input voltage 
(i.e., 720V) and rated load, when the duty cycle D becomes less than 1/3 of the 
full period. In this case, either one transistor switch and two freewheeling diodes 
or two transistor switches will be conducting at any time. Further, if the duty 
cycle is less than 1/6 of the full period, only one switch will turn on at a time and 
the output voltage from the converter will be zero. Thus, the required range of 
the duty cycle of any switch in three-phase inverter is 

%3.33%7.16 ≤≤ D .      (1) 
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Fig. 19. Theoretical waveforms of a three-phase inverter: 

(a)…(f) transistors’ gating signals; (g) overall switching function S(ωt);                  
(h) current waveform IO(ωt ) through the output filter inductor 
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Fig. 20. Theoretical waveforms of the FBTP topology: voltage across the inverter 

switch T1 (a) and transformer primary line-line voltage UAB (b) 
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a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 

 

 
Fig. 21. Theoretical waveforms of the FBTP topology: isolation transformer’s 

secondary line-line voltage Uab (a) and line current Ia (b) 

3.2 Comparative analysis of FBTP and FBSP DC/DC converter 
topologies 
This section describes the steady-state analysis of the proposed FBTP topology. 
To simplify the analysis, the per unit (p.u.) system was used. The following 
comparison with the FBSP topology is mostly oriented on the evaluation of the 
new proposed topology. The recent and most widespread full-bridge single-
phase isolated DC/DC converter topology will be analyzed in terms of similar 
assumptions and the selected criteria. The converter topologies will be analyzed 
under the following assumptions: 

1. IGBTs are ideal, and the forward voltage drop and reverse leakage 
currents of feedback diodes are negligible; 

2. forward voltage drop and reverse leakage currents of rectifier diodes are 
negligible; 

3. filter components are ideal (no power dissipation); 
4. the input DC voltage Uin of the converter is ripple free; 
5. the high-frequency isolation transformers’ turn ratio is 1:1; 
6. primary and secondary windings of isolation transformers are “wye”- 

connected; 
7. minimum input DC voltage Uin(min) = 1.0 p.u.; 
8. maximum input DC voltage Uin(max) = 1.6 p.u.(possible catenary voltage 

fluctuations 450...720VDC considered here); 
9. rated output power of converter Pout = 1.0 p.u. 
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3.2.1 Output filter design 

FBTP topology 

In order to derive the necessary expressions required for the converter output 
filter design, the frequency spectrum of the input and output quantities Iin(ωt) 
and Io(ωt) must be known. These quantities can be easily obtained when the 
switching functions of the inverter and rectifier stages are represented in an 
overall switching function S(ωt). Moreover, the equivalent leakage inductances 
of the isolation transformer and/or any small external intermediate AC-link line 
inductances LA, LB and LC are much smaller than inductance of the output filter 
inductor Lo, and have a negligible effect on the output filter inductor current ILo. 
The representation of the overall switching function under maximum input DC 
voltage (Uin=1.6 p.u.) and rated load is shown in Fig. 19 (g). As the inverter 
input voltage decreases, the time between the pulses of S(ωt) decreases at the 
rated load. At the minimum input voltage (Uin=1.0 p.u), the overall switching 
function becomes constant. 
 
Although the overall switching function shown in Fig. 19 helps to visualize how 
the converter operates, it is also necessary to express it in the mathematical form 
in order to be able to obtain the required frequency spectra of the converter input 
and output currents Ii (ωt) and Io (ωt). Such a mathematical form can be obtained 
by deriving the Fourier series expansion given by 

tnAAtS
n

no ωω ∑
∞

=

+=
...12,6

sin)( ,      (2) 

where An is the amplitude of the n-th harmonic component of S(ωt) and 
ω is the inverter’s operating frequency (taken as 1.0 p.u.). 
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Fig. 22. Estimated output voltage waveform before filter 

Theoretical voltage waveform before the output filter is 

)()( tSUtU ino ωω ×= .       (3) 

For the values of the output filter components Lo and Co, the worst operating 
point is at the maximum input voltage level (in analysis, Uin(max)) and at the rated 
load conditions (i.e., minimum duty cycle operation). At this point, the operating 
duty cycle of the inverter switches becomes less than 33.3% and the respective 
output voltage before the output filter (Uo) is shown in Fig. 22. The equivalent 
circuit of the output LC-filter is shown in Fig. 23. 
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Fig. 23. Equivalent circuit of the output filter 

Actual voltage waveform on the load terminals always contains two separate 
components: DC component (Udc) and AC component (ripple, uripple(t)) and can 
be characterized by the following equation: 

)()( tuUtu rippledcL +=       (4) 

By ignoring the ripple, the load voltage waveform can be easily determined as 

dcripple Uu << , and      (5) 

dcL Utu ≈)( .        (6) 

For the simplification of further discussions voltage on the load terminals will be 
referred to as UL and with the minimum input DC voltage level will be equal to 
the voltage value before the filter Uo. Based on the steady-state analysis, output 
filter inductor voltage uLo(t) will be 

)()( tuUtu LoLo −=       (7) 

With a small ripple approximation (see Eqs. (5) and (6)): 

LoLo UUtu −=)(       (8) 

With the defined output inductor value, inductor current may be estimated as 

dt
tdiLtu Lo

oLo

)()( ×= , and     (9) 

o

Lo

o

LoLo

L
UU

L
tu

dt
tdi −

≈=
)()( .     (10) 

The theoretical waveform of the inductor current ILo of the output filter is shown 
in Fig. 19 (h). It follows that in the worst operating point (at maximum input 
voltage level, Uin(max)=1.6 p.u. and at the rated load conditions (i.e., minimum 
duty cycle operation)), the approximated value of the peak-to-peak ripple current 
is given by 

max),(max),(
0.16.1

Uinpw
o

Uinpw
o

Lo
Lo t

L
t

L
UUI ×

−
=×

−
=∆ ,   (11) 

where tpw(Uin, max) is the pulse width at the maximum input voltage. 
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Pulse width at the maximum input voltage may be determined as 

sw
swsw

in

in
Uinpw TTT

U
U

t ×=×=×=
6
625.0

66.1
1

6(max)

(min)
max),( ,  (12) 

where Tsw is the operating time period of the inverter (taken as 1.0 p.u.). 
From Eq. (11) and for the maximum input voltage (D=1/6Tsw), it follows: 

o

sw
sw

o
Lo L

TT
L

I ×=××=∆ 0625.0
6
625.06.0 .     (13) 

Finally, the value of an output filter inductor is  

Lo

sw
o I

TL
∆

×= 0625.0 .      (14) 

The relation defining the capacitor of the output filter is 

dt
tduCti Co

oCo

)()( ×= , and      (15) 

dt
tdu

tiC
Co

Co
o ×=

)(
)(

      (16) 

In well-designed converters, peak-to-peak current ripple and voltage ripple 
across the output filter capacitor can be assumed as 10% and 0.01%, respectively 
[MOH03]. In the FBTP topology, the dominant harmonic ripple current is six 
times the inverter operation frequency (Fig. 19, h). Thus, based on the above 
assumptions and considering the operating time period of the inverter 
Tsw=1.0 p.u., value of the filter capacitor will be given by 

7.166
)0.10001.0(6

1.0
=

××
=oC p.u.     (17) 

FBSP topology 

In the single-phase topology the duty cycle of the inverter switches at the 
minimum input voltage Uin(min) and rated load is about 50% [PRA88]. At the 
maximum level of the input voltage Uin(max) the duty cycle of the switch becomes 
35.7%. The overall switching function of the inverter and the rectifier S1(ωt) at 
the maximum input voltage Uin(max) is shown in Fig. 24 (b). Theoretical 
waveform of the output voltage Uo before the filter as well as the output filter’s 
inductor current ILo are shown in Fig. 24 (a) and (c). Further, filter inductor Lo 
and capacitor Co values will be estimated using the procedure of output filter 
analysis similar to the three-phase full-bridge topology (the same assumptions 
like maximum acceptable input voltage level, Uin(max)=1.6 p.u. and rated load 
conditions (i.e., minimum duty cycle operation)). 
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Fig. 24. FBSP converter waveforms: 

(a) - output voltage before filter; (b) - overall switching function S(ωt);                        
(c) - current IO(ωt ) through the output filter inductor 

Pulse width at the maximum input voltage in the FBSP topology may be 
determined as 

sw
sw

Uinpw TTt ×=×=
2
625.0

26.1
1

max),( .    (18) 

The value of the output filter’s inductor Lo in the FBSP topology will be 

Lo

sw
o I

TL
∆

×= 1875.0 .      (19) 

In well-designed converters, peak-to-peak current ripple and voltage ripple 
across the output filter capacitor can be assumed as 10% and 0.01%, respectively 
[MOH03]. In the FBSP topology, the dominant harmonic ripple current is two 
times the inverter operation frequency (Fig. 24, c). Thus, based in the above 
assumptions and considering the operating time period of the inverter 
Tsw=1.0 p.u., value of the filter capacitor Co will be given by 

0.500
)0.10001.0(2

1.0
=

××
=oC p.u.     (20) 

3.2.2 Inverter switch ratings 

FBTP topology 

The duty cycle of the three-phase inverter transistors at the rated load and 
minimum input voltage level will be 0.333 (33.3%). The peak value of the 
square current pulses through the inverter switches at the minimum supply 
voltage: 

(min)
)(

in

out
peaksw U

PI = = 1.0 p.u.      (21) 

Average current through the respective inverter switch: 

∫ ×=
333.0

0
)()( dtII peakswavsw  = 0.333 p.u.    (22) 
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The RMS current through the inverter switch: 

2
1

333.0

0

2
)()( )( ⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
×= ∫ dtII peakswrmssw = 0.577 p.u.   (23) 

The peak forward voltage through the inverter switch Upeak will be equal to 
1,6 p.u. Thus, from the above definitions, the total FBTP topology inverter 
switch stress SFBTP is given by 

∑
=

×=
6

1
,),( )(

k
kpeakkrmsswFBTP UIS = 5.539 p.u.     (24) 

The active switch utilization UFBTP (converter output power obtained per unit of 
active switch stress): 

18.0==
FBTP

out
FBTP S

PU        (25) 

FBSP topology 

In the single-phase inverter, the duty cycle of the switching transistors at the 
rated load and minimum input voltage level will be 0.5 (50%). From the 
presented assumptions it follows that the peak value of the square current pulses 
through the inverter switches at the minimum supply voltage: 

(min)
)(

in

out
peaksw U

PI = = 1.0 p.u.      (26) 

Average current through the respective inverter switch: 

∫ ×=
5.0

0
)()( dtII peakswavsw  = 0.5 p.u.     (27) 

The RMS current through the inverter switch: 
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⎦
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⎡
×= ∫ dtII peakswrmssw = 0.707 p.u.    (28) 

The peak forward voltage through the inverter switch Upeak will be equal to 
1.6 p.u. Thus, from the above definitions, the total FBSP topology inverter 
switch stress is given by: 

∑
=

×=
4

1
,),( )(

k
kpeakkrmsswFBSP UIS = 4.525 p.u.     (29) 

The active switch utilization UFBSP will be: 
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out
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3.2.3 Rectifier diode ratings 
In the analysis, the two most widespread single-phase rectifier topologies for the 
FBSP converter (center-tap (M2U) and the two-pulse bridge (B2U)) were 
compared with the three-phase six-pulse bridge rectifier (B6U), which is 
obviously the optimal choice for the secondary side rectifier for the FBTP 
topology. Fig. 25 shows the theoretical voltage Uo and current Io waveforms of 
the discussed topologies. 
 

1) 

2) 

      

  

1)

2)

 

  

)

 
     (a)           (b) 

Fig. 25. Theoretical voltage (1) and current (2) waveforms before the output filter 
of the M2U, B2U rectifiers (a) and B6U rectifier (b) 

On analogy with the calculation of inverter switch ratings, the ratings of the 
output rectifier diodes can be analyzed for both FBTP and FBSP topologies. Let 
us assume that the losses in the rectifier assembly are negligible. The maximal 
ratings of the different rectifier topologies (applicable to the resistive load) are 
presented in Table 5.  
Table 5. Evaluative analysis of different diode rectifier topologies 

Compared topology FBTP topology FBSP topology 

Rectifier’s option Six-pulse bridge 
rectifier 

Center-tap 
rectifier 

Two-pulse 
bridge rectifier 

Number of diodes 6 2 4 

Ripple frequency in relation to the 
operating frequency 6 2 2 

Average diode current  0.333 0.5 0.5 

Transformer utilization factor (TUF) 0.95 0.57 0.81 

 

3.3 Validation of predicted results by Spice modeling 
In order to validate assumptions predicted in the analysis, the FBTP and FBSP 
DC/DC converter topologies will be compared by help of the PSpice simulation 
tool. The values of an output LC-filter components (capacitors and inductors) 
are calculated in accordance with the specific requirements presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Basic assumptions for the simulation 

Minimum input DC voltage, Uin(min) 450 VDC (1.0 p.u. voltage)  
Maximum input DC voltage, Uin(max) 720 VDC (1.6 p.u. voltage) 
Output power, Pout 5 kW (1.0 p.u. power) 
Input voltage Uin quality ripple-free 
Isolation transformers’ turn ratio  1:1 
Inverter operating frequency, fsw ~5kHz (was taken as 1.0 p.u.) 

 
The base values necessary for the current, inductance and capacitance, limited 
by the specifications (presented in Table 6) can be calculated by help of 
Eq. (31). 

voltageup
powerupcurrentup

..1
..1..1 =  

currentup
voltageupimpedanceup

..1

..1..1 =  

swf
impedanceupancetinducup

××
=

π2
..1..1  

swfimpedanceup
ancecapacitup

×××
=

..12
1..1

π
 

Values for the filter elements for the FBTP topology were calculated by help of 
Eqs. (14) and (17), while for the FBSP topology Eqs. (19) and (20) were used. 
The calculated values were added in the virtual PSpice models, which afterwards 
were simulated on the output voltage and current ripple contents. The current 
and voltage ripple contents were analyzed on the inverter’s single operating time 
period (Tsw=0.21ms).  
 
The diagram presented in Fig. 26 depicts the simulated FBTP converter 
vaweforms. Voltage ripple on the output side of the converter is slightly lower 
than 0.15%, while the output current ripple is less than 0.09%. 
 
Similarly, the diagram presented in Fig. 27 observes the simulated FBSP 
converter vaweforms. Voltage ripple on the output side of the converter is about  
0.43%, while the output current ripple is around 0.37%. 
 
As it seen from the results (Fig. 26 and Fig. 27), by the simulation it was verified 
that the three-phase full-bridge converter topology provides minimal output LC-
filter requirements due to the increase of the effective frequency by a factor of 
three. This results in a smaller output LC-filter elements as well as smaller DC-
link capacitors. In some applications due to initial low voltage ripple on the B6U 
rectifier output (less than 4.8%, for details see Fig. 26, a) the output filter may be 
eliminated. 
 

(31) 
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Fig. 26. Simulated FBTP DC/DC converter waveforms: a) voltage before the output 

filter; b) output voltage; c) current before the output filter, d) output current 
  
a) 
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Fig. 27. Simulated FBSP DC/DC converter waveforms: a) voltage before the output 

filter; b) output voltage; c) current before the output filter; d) output current 
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3.4 Final evaluation of the proposed topology 
Basic key points following from the FBTP and FBSP converter analysis are 
submitted in Table 7, while specific advantages are designated in Bold Italics. 
Table 7. Side-by-side comparison of FBTP and FBSP converter topologies 

 Proposed FBTP topology FBSP topology 
Inverter switch ratings: 

 RMS current 
 Average current 

 
0.577 p.u. 
0.333 p.u. 

 
0.707 p.u. 
0.500 p.u 

Active inverter switch utilization 0.18  0.22 
Rectifier diode ratings: 

 Average current 
 TUF 

 
0.333 p.u. 

0.95 

 
0.500 p.u. 
0.57/0.81 

Output ripple frequency in relation 
to the operating frequency 6 2 

Output filter components: 
 capacitor  

 
 
 inductor 

 

 
166.7 p.u. 
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The bottom line is that the full-bridge three-phase topology in comparison with 
the full-bridge single-phase topology (for the same transferred power) exhibits 
the following advantages: 

1. Lower inverter switches ratings: average inverter switch current is 
1.5 times lower as compared with the FBSP topology. It directly 
influences the minimization of total power switch losses (e.g., 
minimization of steady-state losses of IGBT and free-wheeling diode) 
and means smaller devices to be used. 

2. Lower rectifier diode ratings: average diode current is 1.5 times lower 
as compared to different FBSP topology rectifier options. It directly 
influences the minimization of total power switch losses (e.g., 
minimization of per-diode conduction losses I2R) and means smaller 
devices to be used. 

3. Lower output filter components ratings: FBTP topology output 
(smoothing) filter components values are more than 60% lower in 
comparison with the FBSP topology for the same transferred power. As 
the minimization of the magnetic component sizes is the one of the basic 
trends in modern power electronics, this advantage of the FBTP 
topology becomes very important. Moreover, due to the potential 
lowering of the output smoothing filter, the response bandwidth of the 
three-phase DC/DC topology can be made much wider.  

4. Three-phase transformer requires less magnetic core material. It means 
lower weight and size as compared to a single-phase transformer. As the 
isolation transformer is the main contributor to the size of any 
switching-mode power supply since it contributes about 25…30% of the 
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overall volume and more than 30% of the overall weight, such 
advantage of the FBTP topology helps to develop compact converters 
with high power densities. The transformer utilization factor 
(TUF=PDC/UsIs) is 0.95 for the three-phase full-bridge rectifiers 
[RAB90]; but only 0.57 and 0.81 for a center-tap and full-bridge single-
phase rectifiers, correspondingly. 

5. The dominant harmonic ripple frequency of the input DC current is 
three times the dominant harmonic ripple frequency of the input DC 
current of the single-phase topology that means smaller input filters and 
finally lowers impact on the supply grid. 

6. The possibility to use a three-phase transformer with different 
interconnections (e.g., Y- or ∆ - connections) in its primary and 
secondary windings gives a potential freedom and flexibility in choosing 
the voltages and currents in the inverter, transformer and rectifier. As a 
result, it is possible to lighten the operation conditions of inverter 
switches and rectifying diodes. 

 
From the opposite (negative) point of view, the increased quantity of inverter 
switches of three-phase topology (from 4 to 6) despite lower RMS current of 
each switch tends to increase approx. 18% of the total inverter switch stress 
(reduced switch utilization ratio). The same assumption is connected to the 
rectifier diodes as well.  
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4. Design, Implementation and Evaluation of a New 
APS for the LRV  
To verify the theoretically predicted assumptions and results and to validate the 
proposed FBTP topology, an experimental APS converter has been designed and 
implemented by the author on the tram KT4 (ČKD). 

4.1 Design overview 
Power scheme design of the developed prototype is presented in Fig. 28. The 
catenary voltage is passed to the three-phase high-frequency inverter (3) via EMI 
filter (1) and input LC-filter. The charging circuit (soft-start) prevents a starting 
current inrush under all possible operating conditions (e.g., full-load operation 
during catenary sags). Three-phase high frequency “step-down” transformation 
system (4) with the 10 kHz frequency of the main harmonic is responsible for 
the converter I/O galvanic isolation. Transformers are “wye-wye” connected, 
which is most economical for compact, high-voltage transformers because the 
number of turns/phase and the amount of insulation is minimal. Voltage 
rectification is performed in the non-controlled high frequency rectifier (5). The 
output (smoothing) filter is minimal because of initially low voltage ripple on 
the rectifier output, which is a great advantage of the proposed three-phase 
DC/DC converter topology. As it seen from the Fig. 28, the developed system is 
additionally equipped with an auxiliary inverter (9) for the producing AC power 
for the blowers of traction motors (was implemented on the end-user demand). 
All the output parameters of the APS are precisely controlled by the control 
system (7), which has an advanced “black-box” function for the error log.  
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Fig. 28. Power circuit design of the developed APS 
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4.1.1 Novelties implemented in hardware design 
Low stray inductance laminated busbars 

In hard-switched high-frequency inverters special attention need to be attached 
to interconnections of components to minimize the distributed inductances. 
Therefore the circuit wiring inductance to the transistor modules can cause high 
switch-off surge voltages (Fig. 30, a). The IGBT switch-off surge voltage UCES 
can be estimated as follows: 

)(
dt

dILUU C
SDCCES ×−+= ,      (32) 

where UDC is the inverter DC-link voltage, LS - commutation loop stray 
inductance, dIC/dt – maximum IGBT collector current change rate at switch-off. 
If UCES exceeds the IGBT’s collector-emitter voltage rating (UCE), the transistor 
module can be destroyed. Hence, in terms of reducing UCES it is important to 
reduce all the inductance components which contribute to the total stray 
inductance Ls of the commutation loop: 

IGBTscrewsCwirS LLLLL +++= . ,     (33) 

where Lwir. - interconnection wiring inductance, Lscrews - stray inductance 
caused by mechanical contacts, LC - self-inductance of DC-link capacitors and 
LIGBT - internal stray inductance of IGBT module. While Lc and LIGBT are fixed 
parameters, Lwir can be sufficiently reduced by means of laminated copper 
busbars and short current leads between the DC-link and the power devices. 
Width and thickness of plates are determined by the specified electrical 
requirements, taking into consideration rigidity and the number of mounting 
holes required. For this case study, the mechanical dimensions of the bus bar are: 
length 145 mm, width 185 mm and thickness 1.5 mm (Fig. 29, a). By the PSpice 
modeling of the commutation loop (UDC=600V and IC=25A), the proposed 
planar busbar design reduces the IGBT switch-off surge voltage almost twice 
(Fig. 30).  

     

 
 

VARISTOR

SNUBBER 
CAPACITOR 

NEGATIVE (-) BUSBAR 

 
                                 a)                   b)           
Fig. 29. Proposed design of the inverter: a) (+) busbar on the APS inverter bridge, 

b) final layout of inverter in the developed APS 
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Ic=25A 

Uces=748V 

100V/div 
0.1us/div

       

 

Ic=25A 

Uces=700V 

100V/div 
0.1us/div 

  
                  (a)                          (b)  

Fig. 30. Simulated switch-off overvoltages across one IBGT: (a) with standard 
wiring (commutation loop stray inductance 300 nH); (b) with proposed laminated 

busbars (commutation loop stray inductance 170nH) 

High-frequency three-phase Power Schottky rectifier 

The developed high-frequency DC/DC converter inevitably sees more than 
250A on the secondary side with the voltage of 24...28 VDC, making the design 
of the output rectifier stage very challenging. To accomplish the project, 
advanced High Power Schottky diodes were chosen. From the author’s point of 
view, the combination of “very fast-soft switching” properties of Schottky 
diodes can eliminate the need for additional snubber circuits in many 
applications that may otherwise be required with fast or ultrafast rectifiers 
displaying abrupt recovery characteristics. But some troubles were caused by the 
limited mean forward current (IF(AV)) value of the Schottky devices (about 80-
100A). 
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Fig. 31. Proposed design of the rectifier stage in the developed converter: 
(a) methodology of interconnection, (b) general view 
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As the preferred devices (STPS160H100TV from ST Microelectronics) are dual-
packaged in ISOTOPTM cases, to increase the output current capability of the 
converter it was decided to connect dual diodes in parallel by help of special 
designed multilayer laminated copper busbars1 (Fig. 31). With such a 
combination, a mean forward current capability of 160A per device and 
excellent compactness and cooling of the three-phase rectifier were achieved. 

Compact design of power assembly/cooling 

To realize the compact APS, the advanced hollow-fin cooling aggregate with an 
airflow chamber LAV 17/300/24 from FISCHER ELEKTRONIK was chosen. 
The aggregate was equipped with an axial DC cooling fan. The thermal 
resistance of the chosen aggregate with 24 VDC fan is 0.047K/W, which was in 
agreement with the performed predictive loss analysis. Fig. 32 demonstrates the 
proposed arrangement of power devices on the back and top sides of the cooling 
aggregate1, including the IGBT modules of the DC/AC inverter with an external 
driver, Schottky diode modules and reverse polarity protection diodes as well as 
DC-link capacitors and input filters’ inductors of both converters. On the front 
mounting plane of the heatsink, the IGBT modules of the DC/DC converter with 
an external driver as well as the current limiting resistor of the soft-start system 
were fitted. The volume of the proposed power stack is only 0.012 m3, which is 
an excellent result compared with other similar devices. 

 DC-Link Capacitors

Input Diode (2)

3-Phase IGBT Bridge (2) IGBT Driver (2) 3-Phase Power 
Schottky Rectifier

Input Choke (2)

Cooling aggregate 
with a 24VDC 

axial fan 

 
Fig. 32. Proposed arrangement of power devices on the cooling aggregate LAV17 
 

                                                 
1 Was described by the author in the registered Estonian Utility Model  
(Certificate EE00331U1). 
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Compact power module Transformers’ assembly
Fig. 33. Front view of power assembly of the developed APS 

4.1.2 Proposed control method of the high-frequency inverter  
To achieve a good line/load regulation with a very wide tolerance of an input 
voltage (Uin= -30%, +20%), isolation transformers were specified to produce the 
maximal load current just at the minimal primary voltage. Considering the wide 
variety of loads at any operation time of the converter, the inverter stage must be 
carefully controlled to achieve a good overall efficiency and flexibility of the 
APS. From the numerous methods of PWM strategies [BRO88], [BUS92], 
[POL86], [ZIO90], a simplified SVPWM was introduced. The proposed method 
uses only switching between the base and zero vectors, thus achieving a better 
DC-link voltage utilization (by 15% in comparison with the conventional 
SVPWM, 

3
2 DCU and

3
DCU , respectively) and a reduced number of switching 

actions. Actually, this control method is the only valuable way for providing 10 
kHz AC-voltage for the feeding of isolation transformers, which may fully 
utilize the processor’s resources and IGBT switching capabilities. The idea of 
the implemented method is that the projected isolation transformer’s primary 
winding voltage vector Upri , at any given time, falls into one of the six base 
vectors. Thus, for any PWM period it may be approximated as 

)( 111000
0 OorO

T
tU

T
tU

pwm
x

pwm

k
pri ×+×= ,    (34) 

where Ux is one of the six base vectors, t0= Tpwm - tk and Tpwm is the 
PWM carrier period. Duty ratios of active and zero states (ak and a0, 
respectively): 

pwm

k
k T

t
a =  and 

pwmT
ta 0

0 = ,     (35) 

while the sum of these duty ratios will always be: ak + a0 = 1. 
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By adjusting the duty ratios of the active and zero states (Fig. 34) the desired 
output voltage can be applied to the transformers’ primary winding 2(Fig. 35).  
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Fig. 34. Matlab-simulated gating signals: (a) voltage vector magnitude 10%;                        
(b) voltage vector magnitude 100% 

 
 

1) Ref B:   155 Volt  2.5us 

1 >

 
Fig. 35. Measured voltage waveform (isolation transformer primary line-line 

voltage, with voltage vector magnitude 80%) 

 
                                                 
2 Proposed control method was described by the author in the registered Estonian Utility 
Model (Certificate EE00331U1) 
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4.1.3 Generalized mathematical model of the developed system 
To investigate the developed system, a generalized mathematical model was 
developed with the help of Matlab-Simulink program (Fig. 36).  

 

 
Fig. 36. Generalized mathematical model of the developed DC/DC converter 

 
Simulations were performed with the following parameters: 

• solver option: Fixed-Step, oder 4 (Runge-Kutta), 
• sample time: 200 ns, 
• simulation time: 2...6 ms, 
• PWM carrier frequency: 10 kHz, 
• desirable load: ZL=0.54...0.1Ω (for IL= 50...270A with constant output 

voltage level UL=26.7 VDC), 
• possible catenary supply Uin: 420...800 VDC. 

 
Some waveforms mainly concerning the operation of the investigated DC/DC 
converter at low catenary voltage level (Uin=500 VDC) and maximal possible 
load (e.g., electromagnetic brakes, IL=270A) are depicted in Fig. 37, Fig. 38 and 
Fig. 39. 
 
A detailed analysis of the simulated waveforms showed that with the proposed 
power scheme topology and control strategy, as well as with the selected values 
of filtering elements, the output current and output voltage ripple will not exceed 
2% and 1%, correspondingly.  
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Fig. 37. Simulated transistor voltage and current waveforms  
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Fig. 38. Simulated transformer’s secondary voltage and current waveforms 
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Fig. 39. Secondary-side voltage and current waveforms of the converter 

4.2 Evaluative analysis of the developed system 

4.2.1 Efficiency analysis  
APS converter losses are generated in passive (resistors, capacitors, inductors, 
transformers, etc.) and active components (transistors, diodes, etc.). Losses in 
passive components are usually small compared with others. Thus, the losses in 
the switching elements are decisive.  

The efficiency of the developed converter may be estimated by the following 
equation: 

inin

k

x
xxinin

IU

apIU

×

−×
=

∑
=1

)(
η ,      (36) 

where Uin is an input voltage value, Iin is an input current, px is the power 
loss of the device x and ax is device’s x relative on-state time (a=0...1).  
 
Step-by-step calculation of losses of the developed FBTP converter was 
performed for different operation modes. The efficiency of the converter at the 
nominal mode (nominal input voltage, Uin=600VDC, output current 
IL=160ADC) was 90%, which is quite a good result for such devices with high-
frequency hard-switching. The breakdown of losses is presented in Fig. 40.  
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Losses in output filter 
(19W)

Losses in isolation 
transformers (37W)

Losses in input circuits 
(22W)

Other losses (12W)

Losses in secondary 
rectifier (174W)

Losses in IGBT bridge 
(234 W)

 
Fig. 40. Total losses breakdown of the FBTP topology at nominal power (4.4kW) 

At increased power application (Uin=600VDC, output current IL=250ADC), the 
calculated efficiency of the developed converter was 88%. Total losses 
breakdown in this mode is demonstrated in Fig. 41. With further improvements 
in the inverter and rectifier designs and optimization of IGBT switching 
strategies, the overall efficiency may be improved by 1...3%. 

Losses in IGBT bridge 
(268W)Losses in secondary 

rectifier (319W)

Other losses (48W)
Losses in input circuits 

(34W)

Losses in isolation 
transformers (71W)

Losses in output filter 
(79W)

 
Fig. 41. Total losses breakdown of the FBTP topology at increased power (6.8kW) 

Compared with an old rotational converter (motor-generator SMD5003) the new 
designed system allows an efficiency growth of about 35% (Fig. 42). Similarly, 
compared with the static battery charger from Končar (which is based on the 
single-phase topology), new three-phase technology ensures a 2.5% better 
energy utilization. Such comparison is right for the output current levels of 
160A, while in the high power range (>200A) the developed system recently has 
no analogues. 
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Fig. 42. Compared efficiencies of different APS types 

4.2.2 Performance tests 
The first prototype of the auxiliary power converter TSM1 was built by the 
author and his colleagues at the Department of Electrical Drives and Power 
Electronics of TUT in 2002. The developed converter has been thoroughly tested 
in the laboratory, depot and traffic conditions on all Tallinn tram routes. During 
the testing period some hardware implementations as well as control and 
protection algorithms were optimized and tuned. All functionality tests were 
performed in accordance with the European Norm EN 50155:2001 (Railway 
applications - Electronic equipment used on rolling stock). Fig. 43 shows the 
load regulation possibilities during the changing operation conditions of a 
vehicle: the output current despite the deep fluctuations (starting-moving-
braking a tram) has no influence on the output voltage, which was perfectly 
regulated on the level of 26 VDC.  
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Fig. 43. Demonstration of the load regulation of the APS TSM1 
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In case of the load transient response measurements (Fig. 44), the developed 
prototype showed the transient recovery times tr(-) and tr(+) no longer than 0.7 s, 
which is in the full agreement with the Standard IEEE Std. 1476-2000 (required 
at least 1 s). The momentary voltage drop in the case of 2.3 p.u. overload 
(electromagnetic brakes are applied) did not exceed 0.5 VDC (1.9%). The 
secondary low-voltage DC supply system voltages overshoot after the switching-
off the load did not exceed 1 VDC (4%, compared with 20% required by the 
Standard). 
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Fig. 44. Demonstration of the load transient response of the APS TSM1 
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Fig. 45. Demonstration of the line regulation of the APS TSM1 

The investigated line regulation capability of the developed prototype is 
demonstrated in Fig. 45. Despite the deep voltage fluctuations on the primary 
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side of the converter (catenary voltage sags), the output voltage was absolutely 
stable and within the specified limits. 
 
Based on the experimental and theoretical background, the main specifications 
of the developed converter TSM1 were specified, shown in Table 8. 
Table 8. Technical specifications of the developed APS 

MAIN PURPOSE 
Feeding of LRV onboard low-voltage systems and devices, charging of onboard 
back-up battery, feeding of cooling blowers for traction motors, feeding of air 
conditioners 

MAIN TECHNICAL DATA 
Input voltage range 600 VDC (+33%, -33%) 

according to EN50163 
Number of output sections  2 

PARAMETERS OF THE DC OUTPUT SECTION 
Output voltage  27 VDC (+3%, -3%) 
Output voltage ripple  ≤2% 
Nominal current    160 A 
Peak current (15 s)  250 А 
Nominal/peak power 4.5/6.8 kW 

PARAMETERS OF THE AC OUTPUT SECTION 
Output voltage (regulated)  3~0...400 VACrms , 5…60 Hz 
Nominal power  3...10 kVA (on demand) 

SIGNALING 
Signaling is achieved through the relay output. All relevant information can be read 
and recorded via the RS232 interface 

Max. load current of relay output 1 A 
Voltage supply 27 VDC 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Cooling    Forced convection 
Input/output voltage isolation  2 kV 
Ambient temperature   -35 to +60  0C 
Relative humidity 15…100% 
Dimensions (W x D x H)   600 x 380 x 380 mm (excl. blowers) 
Weight approx. 60 kg (excl. blowers) 
Noise level < 65 dBA at a distance of 1m 
Protection class (casing)   IP65
Vibration resistance  according to EN50155 
EMC according to EN50121-3-2 
MTBF > 65000 Hours 
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4.2.3 Final evaluation 
The developed dual-output auxiliary power supply system TSM1 represents the 
new generation of converters applied to feeding onboard consumers in the light 
rail vehicles. The use of advanced semiconductor technologies and robust 
mechanical design are connected to meet the demanding requirements of rail 
applications and to ensure a good performance and a high level of availability. 
Evaluative (SWOT) analysis of the developed system is given in Table 9. 
Table 9. SWOT-analysis of the developed system 

System Factors 
Strengths • Compact, modular design 

• Flexible control 
• High output power 
• Low DC output voltage ripple 
• Excellent line/load regulation 
• Excellent load transient response 
• Improved hardware/software 

protection algorithms 
• Error logging for better and faster 

maintenance and service 
organization 

• Accepts using different onboard 
battery types (NiCd, Pb-Acid) 

• Possibility of interconnection with 
the onboard automation network of 
the light rail vehicle (CAN) 

• Low weight and noise 
• Low price  
• Defended by the Estonian Utility 

Model Certificate  
Weaknesses • Relative complexity 

• Requires more qualified service 
personnel 

• Weak mechanical construction of 
casing and fixing elements 

Opportunities • Easy to reconfigure 
• Easy to adapt to different LRV 

types and light trains 
• Easy to adapt to trolleybuses 
• Easy to adapt for industrial 

applications (welding aggregates, 
power supplies, telecommunication 
facilities, etc.) 

Auxiliary power 
supply TSM1 for the 
Light Rail Vehicles 
(e.g., for trams KT4, 
KT6, T4) 

Threats • Developed technology is patent-
protected only in Estonia and very 
attractive for the European 
competitor companies 
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Table 10 provides an evaluative comparison of the developed APS system 
TSM1 (among the physical specifications and functional parameters of the APS 
channel) with some identical and recently widespread devices from European 
companies like VACON TRACTION (Finland), ENIKA (Poland), and KONČAR 
(Croatia). New developed converter definitely overcomes all the presented 
competitors in all the listed specifications. 
Table 10. Comparison of similar APS from different vendors 

 
Fig. 46 demonstrates technological advancement in APS systems for the LRV, 
achieved by the development and implementation of a new full-bridge isolated 
DC/DC converter with a three-phase intermediate AC-link. 
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Fig. 46. Comparison of systems among major end-user specifications 

 Vacon Traction, 
5TX600 
120(160) 

DCDC600 

Končar 
Company, 

Battery Charger 
150 A, 24 V 

Enika, 
ENI-

PT600/24/AC 
 

Tallinn 
University of 
Technology, 

TSM1 
 Nominal output  
 current, A 120 120 100 160 

 Peak output     
 current, A 160 160 150 250 

 Nominal/peak output 
 power, kW 3.2/4.5 3.2/4.5 2.7/4.0 4.5/6.8 

 Dimensions 
 (LxWxH), mm 952x386x386 n.a. 790x360x422 600x380x380 

 Weight, kg 100 n.a. 90 60 
 General evaluation 

 
Good, if the price 
is acceptable. 
Sometimes lack of 
output power in 
high power 
applications 
(electromagnetic 
brakes, IL,=230A)
 

Good, but the 
lack of power is 
limiting factor. 
Some problems 
with cooling are 
possible 

Good, but the 
lack of power is 
limiting factor. 
Some problems 
with cooling are 
possible 

Very good. Very 
flexible, many 
possibilities, very 
compact, high 
output current. 
With small 
improvements 
suitable for other 
tram/LRV types 
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5. Future Research and Development 

5.1 Development of APS converter for the commuter trains 
The past five years has witnessed major advances in power electronics 
technology for both industrial and traction applications. These advances have 
made it possible to significantly improve the electrical performance of systems 
while simultaneously reducing their size and weight and, perhaps most 
importantly, reducing their cost. For instance, the lately developed and tested 
innovative 6.5kV IGBT modules (EUPEC, Infineon Group Ltd., [BAU01], 
[AUE99]) make it possible to adapt newly developed power converter topology 
to railway systems with 1.5 kVDC or even 3 kVDC overhead supply lines (Fig. 
47).  
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Fig. 47. Proposed power circuit topology for the 3 kVDC converter 

The specificity of the secondary low-voltage supply system of trains is that they 
need two different secondary DC-voltage buses and some auxiliary inverters. As 
a rule, DC buses are 50 VDC (5-10 kW, for supplying onboard systems like 
lighting, information and communication, as well as for charging the onboard 
back-up batteries) and 110 VDC (10-20 kW, for supplying electro-hydraulic 
braking system and other onboard HPDC systems). The converters, providing 
these voltages (so-called output modules) are separate units with independent 
control. Additional inverter units may be as follows: with a fixed or with a 
variable frequency, with total output power of some tens kW. It leads to 40-
60 kW output power required from the primary DC/DC voltage input unit. With 
the implementation of the developed concept of an isolated DC/DC converter 
with a three-phase intermediate AC-link in the input stage of the APS system 
allows one to achieve very compact and efficient power scheme design. High 
available output current, low output voltage ripple, low stresses of the inverter 
switches and the rectifier diodes as well as other positive aspects of the 
developed technology will be a good alternative for the development of a 
compact and reliable APS for the locomotives and commuter passenger trains.  

5.2 Use of ultracapacitors in LVPS systems of LRVs 
In the normal operation, an APS converter must ensure trouble-free operation of 
all the subsystems connected to it outputs. But in the case of crossing of catenary 
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section disconnectors, when the output voltage of the APS converter drops to 
zero, all the secondary low-voltage systems are supplied from the tram back-up 
battery. After the disconnector, battery is refilled from the APS. It means that the 
onboard battery needs to have sufficient energy density (to provide constant 
power to such loads, like lighting, announcement systems, etc.) and high power 
density (for peak current demands, like emergency braking). Namely, the last 
criteria have raised many questions in several European tram or LRV 
companies. Based on the huge amount of investigations, it has been stated that 
namely the back-up battery is the weakest part on old and even on new trams. 
For instance, in winter with low outside temperatures, the productivity of the 
accumulator battery dramatically decreases, because of increased internal 
resistance, which, in turn, depends on the electrolyte’s density. Further, with 
very low temperatures (-35 0C and lower), productivity is so low, that the battery 
even can not been charged. Finally it means that sometimes during section 
disconnectors and in the case of dangerous traffic situation, a tramcar driver is 
not able to stop the tram with the emergency (electromagnetic) brake because of 
the discharged back-up battery. Thus, rugged railway RAMS requirements are 
violated and it may cost sufficient penalties to the tramcar company. As an 
alternative to the accumulator battery in such demanding conditions and peak 
power requirements the author proposes to use ultracapasitors [MAX02] in the 
secondary low-voltage power supply bus (LVPS) of the LRV connected in 
parallel with the onboard back-up battery.  
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Fig. 48. Proposed scheme of a low-voltage secondary supply system 

In the proposed scheme (Fig. 48), the peak power demands of the vehicle will be 
supplied from the ultracapacitor module (due to extremely low ESR), after 
which it will be refilled from the back-up battery. Thus, the overall size of a 
back-up battery may be sufficiently reduced, while the efficiency of the braking 
system in no-voltage mode will be dramatically increased, which will have a 
direct influence on the safety of passengers and tram traffic as a whole. 
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Conclusions  
This doctoral work has developed a theoretical and practical knowledge base 
related to DC/DC voltage converters for the rolling stock applications. A new 
power scheme topology for improving power density and reducing component 
stresses and system volume for the implementation in the onboard APS 
converters has been recommended, analyzed and tested. The designed and 
implemented auxiliary power supply for the light rail vehicle (TSM1) is the most 
important practical value. It provides a real advancement in converters’ 
techniques for the rolling stock. The energy consumption of the onboard low-
voltage power supply system as well as maintenance costs of the APS converter 
can be significantly reduced using the new proposed converter. 
 
The main results of the developed system and methods are: 

1. as a result of the analysis of the existing performance requirements and 
limitations for the converter used in the rolling stock, the methods 
(analyses of specific standards and norms, end-user’s specification and 
aspirations, patents, etc.) were developed to determine the optimal 
design requirements and save time and resources during development of 
new systems. 

2. Classification and analysis of the recent state of the art issues and 
current trends of similar systems to obtain reliable technical solutions 
for integrated and compact power scheme design, with emphasis on high 
integration and efficient cooling of power semiconductors, power 
circuits and magnetic components. 

3. In contrast to the recently popular full-bridge single-phase topology, the 
proposed new full-bridge isolated DC/DC converter topology with a 
three-phase intermediate AC-link allows for a reduction of over 30% of 
an average inverter switch and rectifier diode current (i.e., minimization 
of steady-state losses of IGBTs and free-wheeling diodes and 
conduction losses of secondary rectifiers). Due to a dramatic increase in 
the output ripple frequency (three times the output ripple frequency of 
the compared FBSP topology) the values of output LC-filter components 
are more than 60% lower (compared to the FBSP topology) for the same 
transferred power. As the size minimization of the magnetic components 
is a basic trend in modern power electronics, this advantage of the 
proposed topology is substantial.  

4. The proposed original method of compact packaging/cooling for high-
power high-frequency converters allows one to achieve a very compact 
design of the developed system. 

5. The new implemented and verified method of control of the three-phase 
high-frequency inverter within the proposed FBTP topology (i.e., 
simplified space vector PWM) allows improved DC-link utilization and 
minimizes per-period commutations of inverter switches.  

6. The new developed and implemented auxiliary power supply converter 
TSM1 (based on the new proposed topology) allows a 35% reduction of 
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energy consumption by the LRV onboard low-voltage power supply 
(verified on the tram ČKD KT4), occupies less space and is very 
lightweight (volume reduced up to 30% and weight reduced up to 40% 
in comparison with recent European analogues), very powerful (a 50% 
improvement of the output current capability), has very flexible control, 
which allows using it with the minimal changes in different LRV types 
and on the trolleybuses as well as in some industrial applications. 

7. The Tallinn tramway catenary dynamics as well as dynamics of the 
secondary supply system (voltages, currents) of a tram ČKD KT4 were 
investigated and analyzed. The averaged load modes for the appropriate 
design of the APS converter were estimated. 

8. New proposals regarding to the optimization of energy exchanging 
processes in the secondary low-voltage supply system of the LRV by 
help of energy storage devices (ultracapacitors) were made. The use of 
ultracapacitors in the secondary APS system enables improvements in 
the operability of the braking system of a vehicle in no-catenary mode, 
thus increasing passenger and LRV traffic safety as a whole. 

9. Recommendations for the development of APS converters for the 
locomotives and/or commuter trains were given. 

 
The above mentioned considerations contribute to the increase of the efficiency, 
reliability, operability and safety of light rail vehicles, thus improving comfort 
and safety for the passengers. Novelty and profitability of the developed system 
(APS converter TSM1) have been supported with the registered Estonian Utility 
Model Certificate (EE00331U1). 
 
The developed topology as well as the control methods and algorithms, power 
layout design, user interfaces, etc., developed for the light rail vehicles, can be 
directly applied on other electrical transport (commuter trains, electric 
locomotives, trolleybuses, electric cars, etc.), on industrial facilities (UPS 
systems, welding aggregates, telecom systems, etc.) as well as in aerospace and 
marine industries. 
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Abstract 
 
This doctoral work has developed a theoretical and practical knowledge base 
related to DC/DC voltage converters for the rolling stock applications. A new 
power scheme topology for improving power density and reducing component 
stresses and system volume for the implementation in the onboard APS 
converters has been recommended, analyzed and tested. The designed and 
implemented auxiliary power supply for the light rail vehicle (TSM1) is the 
most important practical value. It provides a real advancement in converters’ 
techniques for the rolling stock. The energy consumption of the onboard low-
voltage power supply system as well as maintenance costs of the APS converter 
can be significantly reduced using the new proposed converter. 
 
In contrast to the recently popular full-bridge single-phase topology, the 
proposed new full-bridge isolated DC/DC converter topology with a three-phase 
intermediate AC-link allows for a reduction of over 30% of an average inverter 
switch and rectifier diode current (i.e., minimization of steady-state losses of 
IGBTs and free-wheeling diodes and conduction losses of secondary rectifiers). 
Due to a dramatic increase in the output ripple frequency (three times the output 
ripple frequency of the compared FBSP topology) the values of output LC-filter 
components are more than 60% lower (compared to the FBSP topology) for the 
same transferred power. As the size minimization of the magnetic components 
is a basic trend in modern power electronics, this advantage of the proposed 
topology is substantial.  
 
The new developed and implemented auxiliary power supply converter TSM1 
(based on the new proposed topology) allows a 35% reduction of energy 
consumption by the LRV onboard low-voltage power supply (verified on the 
tram ČKD KT4), occupies less space and is very lightweight (volume reduced 
up to 30% and weight reduced up to 40% in comparison with recent European 
analogues), very powerful (a 50% improvement of the output current 
capability), has very flexible control, which allows using it with the minimal 
changes in different LRV types and on the trolleybuses as well as in some 
industrial applications. 
 
The author was granted one Estonian Utility Model Certificate (EE00331U1) 
for the design of the proposed system (APS converter TSM1). 
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Kokkuvõte 
 
Käesolev doktoritöö analüüsib suurevõimsuseliste isoleeritud 
alalispingemuundurite arendusprobleeme. Muundurid on mõeldud kasutamiseks 
kergrööbassõidukite madalpingelistes toitesüsteemides. Töö käsitleb veeremi 
jõupooljuhtmuunduritega seotud tehnilisi raskusi ning annab ülevaate 
tehnoloogia nüüdistasemest selles valdkonnas. Töö sisaldab klassifikatsioonide, 
projekteerimisnõuete, topoloogiate, komponentide ja optimeerimismeetodite 
analüüsi. 
 
Välja on pakutud sildlülitusega alalispingemuunduri topoloogia, milles 
kasutatakse kolmefaasilist vahelduvvoolulüli. Kirjeldatud lahendus on 
suurepärane alternatiiv praegu kergrööbassõidukite madalpingelistes 
toitesüsteemides kasutusel olevatele ühefaasilistele sildlülitustega 
alalispingemuundurite topoloogiatele. Tänu uuele topoloogiale paraneb oluliselt 
suurevõimsuselise muunduri võimsustihedus ja väheneb komponentide 
koormus. Tänu väiksemate mõõtmetega filtritele avaneb võimalus muuta 
konstruktsioon kompaktsemaks. Hüpoteesid on kontrollitud võrdleva analüüsi, 
virtuaalse modelleerimise ja katsetustega. 
 
Töö praktiline osa käsitleb kõrgsageduslike vaheldi- ja alaldiastmete 
projekteerimist ning kompaktse konstruktsiooni loomise võimalusi koos uute 
jahutustehnoloogiate kasutamisega. Väljatöötatud uus kolmefaasilise 
kõrgsagedusliku vaheldi juhtimismeetod (pingevektori pulsilaiusmodulatsiooni 
lihtsustatud variant) võimaldab vaheldi pooljuhtlülitite paindlikku juhtimist 
alalisvoolulüli pinge parendatud kasutuse tõttu. 
 
Doktoritöö suurim praktiline väärtus on kaheväljundilise abitoitemuunduri 
TSM1 väljatöötamine ja rakendamine trammil ČKD KT4. Loodud muundur on 
teiste uuemate Euroopa analoogidega võrreldes väga kompaktne (15..30% 
väiksemate mõõtmetega ja kuni 40% väiksema kaaluga). Muundur on võimas 
(50% suurema väljundvoolu maksimaalväärtusega) ning väga paindliku 
juhtimisega, mis väheste muudatustega võimaldab selle kasutamist edaspidi 
ka teistel kergrööbassõidukitel ning elektertranspordivahenditel (rongid, 
trollibussid, jne.) aga ka tööstuslikes rakendustes. Lahendus on kasutusel 
Tallinna trammides ning on kaitstud Eesti kasuliku mudeli tunnistusega. 
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